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Chapter 1 : Behind enemy lines: Buffalo Bills Q&A with Chargers writer Kyle Posey
In order to gain more insight into Maryland's next opponent, Michigan, we exchanged questions with Michigan Insider
writer Joshua Henschke: Terrapin.

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization NATO , after popular pressure, had decided to intervene in the
Bosnian War after allegations of war crimes against civilians were made by various media organizations. The
Serbs had moved the mobile tracked missile battery and laid a trap. They switched on their missile radars
sparingly, giving F fighters little warning. The first missile exploded between the two aircraft. He quickly
secured a pound survival bag, ran, and hid. Rubbing dirt on his face, he hid face-down as Bosnian-Serb forces
came upon his parachute, half a dozen times shooting their rifles only feet from where he was hidden in an
effort to flush him out or kill him. During the next six days, he put to use the lessons learned during a day
Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape SERE training session he had undertaken near his hometown of
Spokane, Washington. He ate leaves, grass, and bugs, and stored the little rainwater he could collect with a
sponge in plastic bags. Air Force had taught him so not to give away his position to unfriendly forces. This
extremely sensitive information was inadvertently revealed by General Ronald Fogleman , the Air Force Chief
of Staff, when the general told reporters attending a promotion ceremony that monitors had detected
"intermittent" transmissions. An F pilot from the th responded and, after confirming his identity, the rescue
was set in motion. The first Sea Stallion, commanded by Major William Tarbutton, touched down and 20
marines jumped off the aircraft and set up a defensive perimeter. They were called back to their seats, and
those who had formed the defensive perimeter reboarded the other helicopter. After a quick head count, the
Stallions took off. They had been on the ground no more than seven minutes. However, American aircraft
detected a Serb missile radar along the Croatian coast, scanning for targets. An American plane recommended
destroying the Serb radar, code-named Giraffe. The request was denied, partly out of concern that a strike
could spark wider conflict. Serb small arms pocked both helicopters; the Marines aboard heard the bullets hit
inside the fuselage. One round hit some communication gear in the chopper and the bullet ended up against
Master Sergeant Angel Castro Jr.
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Chapter 2 : Behind Enemy Lines: Scouting the Illinois Fighting Illini
Greg Linnelli, game day host for the Tampa Bay Lightning Radio Network gives a closer look at the Devils' first-round
opponent in the Stanley Cup Playoffs.

While the schedule overall might be bad, especially compared to the great one we had last weekend, there are
still a few key games. Illinois is led by new head coach Lovie Smith who is seeking his first big win for the
program this year. Then there is UNC, who is seeking its first win of the season. We talked to Fighting Illini to
get a different perspective of the Tar Heels opponent this week. Well, honestly, his mere presence among the
Illinois football program has already change so much about the program. To prevent that from happening in
the Illini must do two things well. The first thing they need to accomplish is to stop Elijah Hood. Hood tore
the Illini up last season going over yards and scoring a touchdown. He also was a threat in the passing game as
well. Illinois needs to shut Hood down frequently to have a chance in this game. The other thing Illinois needs
to do well is run the ball. This is where North Carolina is the weakest. Last week, Illinois ran the ball well
against Murray State. But, I expect this week will be a little tougher, although, North Carolina did give up a
big chunk of yards to Nick Chubb. What one thing defensively must Illinois do to beat UNC? Illinois needs to
stop the run. To do this the defensive line needs to live up to the expectations that are set for them. The Illini
have arguably the best defensive line in the Big Ten. They have Dawuane Smoot on the end along with Carroll
Phillips. Both of these players will be crucial in keeping contain against Hood. Rob Bain and Chunky
Clements need to make sure nothing gets up the middle as well. If Illinois can do both of these things then
they have a chance against UNC. What one thing offensively must Illinois do to beat UNC? The offense needs
to run the back effectively against North Carolina on Saturday. That is a given and needs to happen frequently.
But, the main thing Illinois needs to do on offense is not turn the ball over. Giving North Carolina more
chances to score is bad. They need to hold onto the ball and make sure they run the clock out with their
running backs. Which offensive player should UNC fans look for on Illinois to have a big impact? But, last
week backup Kendrick Foster had a huge game. Vaughn will get his touches and, hopefully, will eclipse the
yard mark. I think the difference maker could be Foster, though. He is the change of pace back that can wreak
havoc in second level of the defense. Getting Foster on track early in the game would make him the player to
watch out for this Saturday. What defensive player should UNC fans look for to make an impact? Smoot is
projected to be a first round NFL Draft pick next year. He is a great defensive end that could hurt the Tar
Heels. I think Smoot is the player that North Carolina fans should look to make an impact. What are the
weaknesses of Illinois both offensively and defensively? The main weakness on offense for the Illini has to be
the ineffective pass game at times. There are times when quarterback Wes Lunt has the mojo going but then
there are times where you can almost call the play from your seat. Illinois tends to get conservative in the
offense and that can hurt a team because there are a lot of three and outs. The main weakness on defense is
probably the defensive backs. I think once they get more accustomed to their roles the more the defensive
backs will gel with the rest of the defense.
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Chapter 3 : Behind enemy lines: Buffalo Bills Q&A with Titans writer Crissy Froyd
Anthony Osnacz, a student baseball scout at the University of Iowa for the Collegiate Baseball Scouting Network, sits
down with the Michigan Daily to discuss the Hawkeye's match-up against the Wolverines.

The process varies from Chapter to Chapter, many recruiting from their own homeworlds. These are often
feral worlds, breeding tough, harsh new recruits. Whatever the tradition of a particular Chapter, warriors must
always be chosen when they are still young, before their bodies become too mature to accept the many
bio-implants. Once accepted, the genetic implantation and induction of the Space Marine organs begins. The
warrior has taken his first steps to becoming a full fledged Space Marine. During those years, the warrior is
known as a Neophyte , or Space Marine Scout -- he is neither fully a Space Marine nor entirely a normal
human. The Scout is then placed under the tutelage of a Sergeant who will oversee his induction and training
and also lead the Scouts in battle. Not yet ready to join a company, the young Scouts live alongside their
brothers in the 10th Company halls where they will sleep and train, learning the history of their Chapter. Space
Marine Scouts are neither as tough nor as experienced as full Space Marines. Scouts can fight alongside other
Space Marines in the main battle-lines, and often do so, during moments of desperation. Only after a Scout has
proven himself in combat will his Sergeant judge him worthy of the title of Space Marine, and declare him
ready to join one of the companies. A Space Marine Scout has much to learn; not only must he become
accustomed to the many biologically engineered enhancements which are at work on his body, but he must
learn the litany of battle that will fortify and strengthen him. This process often runs parallel to the bio-genetic
treatments the aspirant must undergo. As the physical transformation proceeds, so a spiritual change occurs.
Both are tempered by ongoing experience on the field of battle and the rituals in which the aspirant must
participate. The nature of such rites varies enormously from one Chapter to the next. Some are solemn affairs
recalling the sacrifice the Emperor made for Humanity. Still more are bloody and barbaric affairs, involving
ritual bloodletting, scarification or amputation. Whether he is crippled upon the battlefield, or found spiritually
wanting during a particularly exacting ritual, a Scout may find himself cast out, his future with the Chapter
curtailed. In some instances, the Neophyte may transgress one of the many articles of Chapter law, and injury
at war may prove preferable to the punishment. Many possible fates await those that fall by the wayside in this
manner. Most are mind-scrubbed and become Chapter Serfs -- manservants and menials. The 10th Company
In the majority of Space Marine Chapters it is the responsibility of the 10th Company to train recruits, called
Neophytes. As such, the officers and sergeants of the 10th Company are often amongst the most experienced
members of the Chapter, often having passed through the ranks of the 1st Company and forgone promotion to
a higher office. Instead its squads are detached to other Reserve or Battle Companies for deployment in the
field, accompanying the battle-brothers to war and fulfilling the vital role in which they excel. The Codex
Astartes places no limit on the number of Scout squads that may comprise the 10th Company, although in
practice few Chapters will ever have more than 10 squads at any one time. Chapters without a Scout Company
Though counter to the dictates of the Codex Astartes, a small number of Chapters maintain training doctrines
unique to themselves. Some attach individual Scout squads to specific battle or reserve companies on a
permanent basis. The Black Templars Chapter diverges from standard doctrine, in that they do not use a
specialised company to train their recruits, rather, their Neophytes are individually "apprenticed" to a
fully-fledged Battle Brother, or Initiate. They fight alongside their mentors until deemed ready by him to
progress to the rank of battle-brother. Another notable exception to the practice is the Space Wolves , who
place their successful Neophytes together into units called Blood Claws. Space Wolves do use Scout Marines,
but they are experienced, veteran warriors who prefer solitude to service in a Pack and are known as Wolf
Scouts , rather than young, inexperienced recruits. In this way, the Space Wolves maintain their own
traditions, which are entirely at odds with the word of the Codex Astartes. Tactics and Training The tactics
utilised by Space Marine Scouts provide a very practical method of gaining experience in the ways of war. A
Space Marine must be fully versed in every conceivable aspect of warfare, even those he will not ultimately
practice as a warrior. Thus, Scouts learn the art of subterfuge, approaching the foe unseen and striking before
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his presence is detected. Such tactics are rarely practiced by the Reserve and Battle Companies, as the Codex
Astartes dictates a very direct form of warfare. Scouts usually perform reconnaissance missions in advance of
the main force of Space Marines, gathering information, hunting down and terrorising enemy formations and
relaying intelligence back to their leaders. Role Space Marine Scouts chiefly fight as skirmishers, relying on
stealth rather than brute force to accomplish missions. Sometimes Scouts will pounce unseen to capture enemy
commanders for excruciation. Specialist Equipment As a Space Marine whose training is not yet complete, a
Scout Marines does not have access to much of the more formidable weaponry that their more experienced
Battle-Brothers can utilise. Space Marine Scouts are issued all manner of specialised equipment. Scout
Sergeants usually carry Bolt Pistols and Chainswords , but they can carry larger firearms such as Bolters or
Sniper Rifles like their far less experienced squadmates. However, Sergeants are also given access to wargear
such as Power Weapons , Plasma Pistols , and even Power Fists in certain rare instances. Listed below are the
most commonly used items by Scout Marines: Scout Armour - Scout Armour , also sometimes referred to as
Infiltrator Armour, is the standard type of combat armour worn by Space Marine Scouts before they become
full Initiates of their Chapter and have earned the right to wear a suit of true Power Armour. Scout Armour is
much quieter and less cumbersome than Astartes Power Armour with all of its mechanised and Cogitator
-aided systems. Tight-Beam Squad Comm-Link - A specialised comm-link worn by all Scouts, enabling them
to transmit encrypted data to the other members of the squad without the risk of enemy signals interception.
For this reason, Raven Guard serving in the Jericho Reach Deathwatch are commonly deployed to strike
missions in the Canis Salient, using their stealth to operate behind enemy lines and strike high value Tau
targets. This modification was met with such great success that Greyweaver is willing to provide his time and
skill to any Raven Guard who has proven himself worthy of the upgrade. The Sniper Rifle is such a weapon,
and its use fits the tactical role of the Scout. The rifle fires a small dart made from a deadly neuro-toxin
chemical. The liquid chemical is frozen into a dart or sliver within the gun before it is fired. Unerring accuracy
is afforded by a low power beam of invisible laser-light which drives and guides the chemical dart to its target.
If the target is armoured, the beam automatically pulses when the rifle is fired, punching a tiny hole which
allows the toxic dart to penetrate. Scout Camouflage Space Marines rarely use any form of camouflage , for
their entire combat doctrine states that they are best deployed as shock troops, their very presence filling the
enemy with terror. There are instances when a Chapter may utilise patterns approved by the Codex Astartes ,
and in most cases this is in relation to the role of Scouts. As ever, Scouts must be well versed in every aspect
of war, and so an understanding of concealment and the use of camouflage is essential. These camouflage
schemes may be applied to the armoured sections and fatigues of the Scout kit as well as on capes worn over
the armour if the mission demands it. Furthermore, the Scouts are experts at covert warfare and will take
account of the local environmental conditions when preparing for a mission. Scout Insignia The Codex
Astartes states that the members of the 10th Company do not ordinarily wear company insignia, except for
ceremonial occasions. Some Chapters forgo this restriction however, while others have entirely unique
traditions regarding the marks worn by their Scouts. Scout squads in the White Scars Chapter for example, are
permitted to wear the lightning flash of their Chapter badge, but Chapter lore states that this may not include
the horizontal bar behind the flash worn by full Battle-Brothers.
Chapter 4 : Behind Enemy Lines: Broncos face Cardinals in midst of losing streak
As one of the biggest and most important games of the season inches closer, fans from both sides are trying to get a
better perspective of the opposition. We are lucky enough to get a first hand.

Chapter 5 : Scout Marines | Warhammer 40k | FANDOM powered by Wikia
MLS decision day is this weekend and FC Dallas have taken this season down to the wire. Dallas do not control their
own playoff hopes. It's going to come down to San Jose's result against Minnesota United. Dallas and SJ are currently
tied at 43 points and SJ has the tiebreaker. Normally, you.
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Chapter 6 : Philadelphia Eagles versus Minnesota Vikings: Behind enemy lines
Q&A with DevilsDigest Publisher Hod Rabino, who breaks down what to expect from Arizona State this weekend against
USC.

Chapter 7 : Behind enemy lines: Buffalo Bills Q&A with Packers writer Zach Kruse
After a last-minute equalizer against the Los Angeles Galaxy to preserve an unbeaten home record in league play, Real
Salt Lake travel to Providence Park to take on the Portland Timbers. Portland is just barely ahead of the San Jose
Earthquakes in a race to the last playoff berth and will be looking.

Chapter 8 : Scott O'Grady - Wikipedia
The Minnesota Vikings () and Philadelphia Eagles () meet in Week 5 in what is not only a rematch of last season's NFC
Championship game, but also a bit of a must-win for both teams looking.

Chapter 9 : Alamo Scouts - Wikipedia
FC Dallas returns home after a draw in Salt Lake City, meanwhile the Galaxy come to Frisco after a humiliating home
defeat to the Sounders. Tonight's game is massive for both sides, a battle for the Supporter's Shield. A win for Dallas or
L.A. would give the winning team a massive advantage in.
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